Tuesday Night Marks Installation
Of First West Coast Campus Grange

Public Ceremony Features
Rural Festivities

With its list of charter members
closed and opening of official com-
pleted, the Call Poly Poly College
Grange is readying itself for the
public invited.

While All in district deputy of
the Grange and local Master, will
be present over the installation,
Elliott Walters, Master elect of
the new Grange takes over the
organization and will be in charge
of an organization which includes
speakers and a music program.

Speakers for the evening are
assumed to be Dr. W. A. Voorhis,
Master George Bahne, and
Herman Adams, Assistant
Chancellor, Grange at the head
of the program, will be handled
by the Master of Ceremonies.

Among the officers elected
will be the following: Mr. and
Mrs. E. E. Watts, Officer offices.
Master, Elliott Walters; Secretary,
Jane Duke; Treasurer, Robert
Stall, T. V. Schilder; Chaplain,
Walter Ayala.

Smiling Jane Duke... 

mystery woman on Col Poly campus—flies because
she has written to her that
she is to be given 
Million so won worst luck week
(Photos by George Goldman)

Mystery Solved!
Jane Duke Found

The mystery of the missing Jane
Duke, Poly Poly's youngest and
most famous student, has now
in retirement. He is now
fourteen years old and still
on his own.

George Drumm, head of
the Social Science department, while on a
trip to the Taylorsville campus, was attracted to both
beauty and pedagogy of Sir Bess, the
first day of the college in the summer of 1949.
In
the 1950 season, Sir Bess was
the best in the country.

Sir Bess is said to be
productive of most of the
dairy herd throughout the
state.

George Drumm states that
Sir Bess will be a valuable
and long as he lives. Plans
are being made to make Sir Bess
resting place with a suitable
monument.

Sir Bess will not forget
what a great job he has done and
he is given the best of care.

Sir Bess will be
of the breed as well.
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Pay For Cal-Vets Boosted But No
Change In Total

Calif. veterans studying
in state colleges will get a
monthly raise of $5 monthly on
the average, which goes into
effect immediately.

The present practice of pay-
ment is to give the veterans
$300 for the first four months
of the academic year, $125 for
the second, and $225 for the
third.

The veterans may have
their own books and supplies.
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EL MUSTANG

Chief Cop John Larsen Becomes Cowp0ke

By Dave Coyer

"Why did John Larsen, Captain of police, give up his successful career to become an unanimal husbandman at Cal Poly?"

This question, often asked by students, is in the mind of many people. John has several reasons for his application to the position of Alpha Rho Coop. In the first place, he is the only police officer ever to receive a leave of absence from the Newport Beach Police Department to attend school. The final achievement in his law enforcement career was when he was appointed Chief of Police at Cal Poly, a small city near Santa Cruz. Then, even though he already tried to do his back, life as a public servant proved to him "the gentle life without gratitude."

"Police work is a thankless job all the way through," said John. "You can work 12 hours a day but there is no satisfaction in it. You are not working with animals that cavet on, and I want to get back to those that can't."

The concluding item of his work at Cal Poly, he plans to buy a ranch in northern California and raise beef cattle.
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Address Important Says Winner

"If an emergency, could you be found?" asked C. Paul Winzler. It was the first question he asked of each contestant. "Yes, of course," was the correct answer. "If you're just plain字号 have your address altered, notify both the registrar and the office of the information booth. Failure to do this will result in your being expelled as well as added difficulty in locating you in an emergency," he declared.

The Mailbag

Dear Friends at Cal Poly and Ogla:

I thought by writing to you, I could get a message to most of the people at Cal Poly, and the last writer coming to see them.

We are kind of proud of both. The Grange is a symbol of steadfastness in many agricultural communities all over the nation. And the Grange in existence is at Iowa State, and we understand it is pretty defunct. With the vigor and spirit that are apparent at Cal Poly, we feel the Cal Poly State College Grange will become one of the outstanding organizations on campus. We are proud to see them come. Keeping up with hubby Chuck to locate a home for them near his work he left for the summer.

This is the thickest floating ship I've ever been on. Of course we've had excellent weather and a very calm sea. We travel about 45 miles per day which is slow, however, going as one of our stations on the line is St. Paul's Island. We are going to land at Le Havre, France, where there is another boy from Texas, Mr. Karen. We're going to Paris for train and stay in Paris for a short time.

We are going to be a day late, but last time we, only stay one night in Paris now because we have to leave early Wednesday morning. These men are about 1800 people aboard, and there are not many students or young people the older people. We have "full" time work for the ship, and Ruby (International Farm Youth Exchange) is here with us. She is to go to a dance. I have been given the chance to serve on the craft of James L., and shipyard fame. I am not seasick, and I am not surprised. Tea, who is going to New York, is really well being taken care of.

The question, often asked by students, is in the mind of many people. John has several reasons for his application to the position of Alpha Rho Coop. In the first place, he is the only police officer ever to receive a leave of absence from the Newport Beach Police Department to attend school. The final achievement in his law enforcement career was when he was appointed Chief of Police at Cal Poly, a small city near Santa Cruz. Then, even though he already tried to do his back, life as a public servant proved to him "the gentle life without gratitude."

"Police work is a thankless job all the way through," said John. "You can work 12 hours a day but there is no satisfaction in it. You are not working with animals that cavet on, and I want to get back to those that can't."

The conclusion of his work at Cal Poly, he plans to buy a ranch in northern California and raise beef cattle.
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Student Fire-Eaters Protect Campus

by Dale Cooper

On the shoulders of twelve men lies the responsibility for fire safety at Cal Poly. These are the men of the fire department, and their task is to keep the campus safe from fire. Each man is trained and ready to act at a moment's notice. The fire department has excellent equipment, including two fire trucks that are always on duty. They are housed in a new fire station that was recently completed.

In the event of a fire, the men are ready to act quickly. They have training in fire fighting, and are familiar with the layout of the campus. They are also trained in first aid and emergency procedures. The fire department is an essential part of the campus safety program.

In addition to their fire-fighting duties, the men of the fire department are also responsible for maintaining the fire safety of the campus. They check smoke detectors, fire extinguishers, and other fire safety equipment. They also conduct periodic inspections of buildings to ensure that they are fire-safe.

The fire department is an integral part of the campus community. They are available 24 hours a day to respond to any fire or emergency situation. They are dedicated to keeping the campus safe and secure.

In conclusion, the fire department is an important part of the campus safety program. They are well-trained, well-equipped, and ready to act at a moment's notice. Their dedication to fire safety is essential to the well-being of the campus community.

In the coming weeks, the fire department will be conducting a series of fire safety workshops for students and faculty. These workshops will cover topics such as fire prevention, fire extinguisher use, and emergency evacuation procedures.

The fire department is committed to making the campus a safe and secure environment for all students and faculty. They are the first line of defense against fire, and we are grateful for their service.
Sports Grab Bag Offers Variety Of Boredom Killers

Pretty dull around the campus during summer school, you say? Well, we've just the thing for you. All you have to do is get your MF, PE, and MF, PE, fast. As soon as the student addicts can muster up at least four teams (anyone at Poly is eligible, anyone) the season will get underway. Those interested are requested to contact Mott, Monday at 1 p.m., in his office. Games will be played from 4 to 6:30 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. in the averages whenever meets the board.

You say that's not enough? Then off to that tennis racket and prepare for the annual tennis tournaments, singles and doubles. You don't have access to a racket? Then get into the handball tournament. Sign-up for either or both of these events in the gym corridor bulletin board, Hsu, for the draw for these affairs will be made on Wednesday.

Bulletin Board Hanging Held Up By Letter Lack

A retraction of earlier stories about the big hang-up on the new bulletin board, came from Ralph McPeek, professor of ornamentals. In his speech he related Cal Poly's success story past and present, and his plans for its future. McPeek also discussed how it began, since its early beginning in 1911, has been an integral and beneficial part of the community.

Gurulehuek and Ken Krosza.

The provision involved in Grau's decision is one that provides insurance to those veterans under the old plans who have allowed their insurance to lapse, and that he is under the age limit for USGLI, and under 65 for NSLI.

The men who made short life of the blaze were Bruce Markley, George, Hill Larrumendy, Walter Handoned.

THE BIGGEST "PLUS" IN CIGARETTE HISTORY

"NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE"

...added to the world's most famous ABCs
A
Always milder
B
Better tasting
C
Cooler smoking

The BIGGEST "PLUS" in Cigarette History

"NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE"

The biggest "plus" in cigarette history... "NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE"... is still of value. If you are keeping up your National Service or US Government Life Insurance you may add disability income coverage to your policy as the result of a decision announced today by Carl R. Gray, administrator, Veterans Affairs. This is an official administrative decision, Gray ruled that the present relationship of income during disability to the policy does not bar the right to add coverage of the disability income provision to existing government policies.

The new legislation, PL 22 of the 82nd Congress, approved April 25, 1951, provided a free indemnity for persons in military service and protected increase in new policies under the old plans after the date of the bill's enactment. However, the bill protected the right to reissue or convert such policies. Administrator Gray's ruling bolsters the bill's prohibition against further issuance of new policies under the old plans—except for the disability income protection into an existing policy, or as a result of death or health requirements for such new policies.

Reservation policy under the old plans, says Gray, allows the right to add coverage of the disability income provision to existing government policies.

"Sorry," says Bob Mott, PE director. "But only members of the Poly family may use the swimming pool."

Members of the Poly family include students, employees, faculty and students' wives and children. Reason for this restriction, says Mott, may be attributed to the limited capacity of the pool which has past about been reached.